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QUESTION VOICES HEARD 

Which aspects of 
Eliot mission and/or 
ends does Bergfried 
align to? 

“Supports spiritual growth” 
“Builds community” 
“Deepens spiritual connection with other members, nature and God” 
“Safe place for marginalized people” 
“Many opportunities for activities for social justice” 
“Doesn’t align with social justice” 
“Protect environment” 
“Multi-generational events” 
“Positive difference through something beyond ourselves” 
“Long term commitment to preserving natural space, dark sky” 
“UU’s are so connected to nature” 
“the interdependent web of life; RE” 
“Bergfried is not relevant to our mission” 
 

How effective is 
Bergfried in 
achieving those 
mission/ends?  

“Significant and meaningful for those who use it” 
“More land than is necessary for its mission” 
“Too far away to make an impact on a majority of Eliot’s members” 
“Without Bergfried, it is difficult to find affordable retreat space” 
“There are many Eliot members whose friendship was forged around the campfire at Bergfried” 
“Creates a space for people to connect on a deeper level than they can on a Sunday” 
 

How to make 
Bergfried naturally 
sustainable? 

“Spread out the timber harvests” 
“With outside funding, maintain the stand for natural sustainability” 
“Sell all or part to a conservation agency” 
“Selling all for commercial development abrogates our responsibility to the environment” 
 

How to make 
Bergfried financial 
sustainable? 

“Sell the part across the road” 
“Sell the quarry for use in rebuilding Highways 44 and 70” 
“Lease a portion for limited development, hunting rights” 
“Sell select sections, keep meadows, shelter area and trail to confluence” 
“Sell North section to finance development of South section” 
“Sell honorary shares” 
“Use timber and some land sales to keep the property viable” 
“Subsidize by opening up to outside groups”  
“Increased charge for the cabin” 
 

What other 
comments? 

“Make available for Eliot members and friends in the future.” 
“As word gets out, membership will rise with the next generation.” 
“Selling runs counter to the spirit of the gift” 
“Provides a carbon footprint offset for the Chapel” 
“More would attend Bergfried events with more facilities”  
“We may not have immediate use, but the next generation or two may experience a resurgence of 
interest as there was 30 years ago” 
“We have significant costs involving the development of the property next door to the church” 
“Nice family-friendly retreat where we can get back to nature; far away though” 
 “Concerned about having more debt for expanding the Kirkwood campus without selling Bergfried” 
“Teaches youth and adults what it’s like in developing countries” 
“Develop Summer Camp program” 
“Honoring our past” 
“Opportunity to experience the peace of nature without electronic distractions” 
“Draws on Eliot’s strengths in our diversity” 
“Make more accessible for people with health problems / physical disabilities” 
“We need compassion for the animals and their habitat at Bergfried” 
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Which Bergfried option will allow Eliot Chapel to most effectively meet our mission/ends, and why? 

 
 
 

Develop: 

 

“Developing Bergfried enhances our ability to promulgate our Ends (community, leadership, 
environment)” 
“Both Develop and Maintain provide for meeting our mission” 
“Purchase additional acreage adjoining current property to advance spiritual growth and 
environmental stewardship” 
“Developing Bergfried into more of a retreat center might better support the mission, but selling 
could also put resources toward the mission. Selling a portion might allow development as well.” 
 

 
 

Maintain: 

 

“Maintain would be the best middle option: preserve $$ for Kirkwood campus and preserve Bergfried 
for us as well. Could still do improvements when conditions allow”  
“Maintain: keeps the intent of the gift going” 
“Maintaining continues a historic option for fellowship; selling provides funds to support our building 
project and could create an endowment for projects supporting our mission.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sell All: 

 

“We can’t raise enough money to support Eliot sufficiently, much less two campuses” 
“I support selling the property; I believe we can find other sites to hold outdoor experiences that will 
not require us to own/maintain a million dollar plus property.” 
“Sell to make a difference in Eliot lives with Kirkwood campus” 
“Sell property to enhance staff for Social Justice, our primary mission.”  
“Too few people use Bergfried – keeping it dilutes our capabilities to spread our mission with the 
funds we have”  
“Sell to MDC/Nature Conservancy to get needed funds for Eliot future, get better management of the 
land” 
“We need a healthy, vibrant community best reached through funds from selling Bergfried” 
“We can accomplish all of our mission without owning Bergfried” 
“Bergfried is not used by enough people, use money to develop property next door.” 
“Getting close to nature can be effectively done in other locations, freeing up capital for more 
important parts of our mission and with more impact” 
“We have invested $.5M to expand our mission in Kirkwood / STL, which will have greater impact than 
maintaining Bergfried” 
 

Sell Part: [See How to make Bergfried financial sustainable? question above] 

 
 

Other: 

 

“Sell Bergfried, buy a smaller property closer in (for spiritual growth and building community in 
nature)” 
“Develop along with other churches, as faith and justice, youth training and/or recreation center” 
 

 


